NW Flow Snow Conf Call Minutes for May 29, 2013
Participants from ASU, UNC-A, WFOs GSP, MRX, LWX, RLX and RNK

Group involvement in doing review of NW Flow aspect of Sandy for NWA
Annual Mtg in October:
The entire call was devoted to coordinating where we are and what still needs to
be done in preparing for the four NWA presentations we are working on. We
now have either an outline, draft abstract, or list of potential topics under each of
the four presentation documents on Google Drive. We do need to coordinate with
each other either through email, verbally, or by reviewing all the presentations to
make sure these not only tie together, but also that we are not overlapping too
much. Some presentations can give a hint at what’s coming in the next. Each
should have near the start the map showing the domain we are focusing on.
We set June 17 (end of the day) as our next deadline for having “final” drafts of
abstracts done in these documents, which gives one week before they are
needed at ERH SSD for review to make any late edits. We will also have a call
that week for final coordination. Presentation #3 draft abstract actually has to go
to SRH SSD within the next week, but it can be a rough draft, and that may
already be far enough along for that. So the next couple of weeks are critical for
deciding what will be covered in the presentations to a level needed for the
abstracts, and any comments on the draft outlines and abstracts that are
currently there from anyone in the group are welcome in this period!
We decided that authors for each abstract will default to those names that are
listed as the lead authors in the current presentation documents (vs. the entire
group), however other names can be added (will leave that up to each primary
lead author) if others provide some significant input.
Next call:
June 19 or 20th. Will do a quick email survey.

